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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) has noticed that unit tests are failing in production during deployments and in no other
environments. Investigations have revealed that administrators are making minor changes in production without regard
todependent components 

What two suggestions can the architect make to help UC discover these failing unit tests earlier? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Stop administrators from making all changes. 

B. Ask administrators to run unit tests before every change. 

C. Train the administrators to make their changes in a special "admin changes" sandbox, and then promote to
production. 

D. Ensure a metadata backup is committed to version control every day and a diff published to the release team. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) has gone through a global organization restructuring and process review during 

the last year, which triggered a review of its Salesforce org strategy. 

After thorough analysis of its org and global customers, UC decided to start a project to merge its 

Salesforce orgs, going from a multi-org to a single-org strategy. 

In this scenario, what are three benefits going to a single-org strategy? Choose 3 answers 

A. Lower administration overhead costs. 

B. Improved Chatter collaboration across different business units. 

C. Consolidating the business processes would be simplified. 

D. Automatically unify data model among all lines of business. 

E. Easier to get a 360-view of the customer. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 3

What are three advantages of using a Source Control system alongside a multi -sandbox development strategy?
Choose 3 answers 

A. Perform code reviews before promoting to a pre -production sandbox 
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B. Automatically deploy changes from sandbox to production 

C. Keep a history of changes made by each developer 

D. Create a branching strategy that tracks each feature or change separately 

E. Act as a backup in case of catastrophic data loss 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers is in the process of testing their integration between salesforce and their on-premise ERP
systems. The testing team has requested a sandbox with up to 10,000 records in each object to benchmark the
integration performance. 

What is the fastest approach anArchitect should recommend? 

A. Spin off a partial copy sandbox using a sandbox template with all the objects required for testing the integration. 

B. Spin off a Developer pro sandbox, migrate the metadata and load the data using data loader. 

C. Spin offa full copy sandbox with all the objects that are required for testing the integration. 

D. Spin off a Development sandbox, migrate the metadata and load the data using data loader. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers is building a new complex integration to a legacy system. the legacy system is also going through
a major upgrade. Senior leadership has committed to the board that the combined programs will be completed on time.
What is the risk with this plan? 

A. The deadline is scheduled during a Salesforce release 

B. The project team has decided to use the Waterfall methodology 

C. The legacy system team is using an Agile methodology 

D. Multiple work -streams with dependencies could impact the go-live 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Ursa Major Solar (UMS) has used Aura components significantly in its Salesforce application development. UMS has
established a robust test framework and the development team follows the Salesforce recommended testing practices.
UMS team uses Salesforce\\'s test tool To check for common accessibility issues. 

In whichtwo environments the UMS team can call Aura accessibility tests? 
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Choose 2 answers 

A. JSTEST 

B. ACCTEST 

C. WebDriver Test 

D. AuraDriver Test 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal Containers has five development teams. The performance of the teams has been good, but the number of
bugs has been increasing. After each sprint, they need more time to understand the code and make changes. 

What are two ways to improve the performance? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Definea team that will analyze/approve all changes. 

B. Define and follow code standards. 

C. Sprint review process. 

D. Version control system to identify who is generating the bugs. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers (UC) is planning for a huge data migration from a home grown on- premise system to Salesforce
as part of their Service Cloud Implementation. UC has approximately 5 million customers,10 million contacts, and 30
million active cases. Which are the three key areas that should be tested as part of DataMigration? Choose 3 answers 

A. Case association with correct contact and Account. 

B. Case assignment rules and escalation rules. 

C. Case Ownership along with associated entitlement and milestones. 

D. Data transformation against the source system. 

E. Page Layout assignment to the profiles 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 9
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Universal Containers CUC) Customer Community is scheduled to go live in the Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EMEA)
region in 3 months. UC follows a typical centralized governance model. Two weeks ago, the project stakeholders
informed the project team about the recent changes in mandatory compliance requirements needed to go live. The
project team analyzed the requirements and have estimated additional budget needs of 30^0 of the project cost for
incorporating the compliance requirements. 

Which management team is empowered to approve this additional budget requirements? 

A. Security Review Committee 

B. Project Management Committee 

C. Executive Steering Committee 

D. Change Control Board 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers (UC) maintains its Salesforce org using its internal tools and processes for managing its
application lifecycle. TheUC team has been facing challenges on their development processes in their recent two
releases. The architect has recommended the UC team to follow the org development model to address the challenges
faced. 

Which two characteristics of the org developmentmodel will help UC address the challenges? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Automated deployment 

B. Automated defect fixing 

C. Automated sandbox provisioning 

D. Automated change tracking 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 11

Universal Containers recently added a new sales division to theEnsure that Record Type Ids match both Productiowhen
migrating to Production, the Developer reports that Unit Tests are failing. What should an Architect do to ensure tests
execute predictably? 

A. Ensure that Record Type Ids match both Production and Sandbox orgs 

B. Ensure executed Apex test run as valid users 

C. Ensure unit tests generate their own test data 

D. Ensure unit tests execute with seeAllData=true 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers (UC) has a large user base (>300 users) andwas originally implemented eight years ago by a
Salesforce Systems Integration Partner. Since then, UC has made a number of changes to their Visual force pages and
Apex classes in response to customer requirements, made by a variety of Vendors and internalteams. 

Which three issues would a new Technical Architect expect to see when evaluating the code in the Salesforce org?
Choose 3 answers 

A. Multiple triggers on the same object, making it hard to understand the order of operations. 

B. Multiple unit test failures would be encountered. 

C. Broken functionality due to Salesforce upgrades. 

D. Duplicated logic across Visual force pages and Apex classes performing similar tasks. 

E. Custom built JSON and String manipulation Classes that are no longer required. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers has several concurrent projects building new functionality, fixing bugs, and modifying existing
functionality. Management would like features to be available to users asquickly as possible, even if the entire project is
incomplete. 

What should an Architect recommend to maintain quality? 

A. Require developers to deploy completed code and unit tests directly to production 

B. Deploy all functionality together to ensure all functionality works together without error 

C. Use a spreadsheet to track approved changes that should be released with change sets 

D. Utilize automated source control, test, and build systems to test and deploy to production 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

What advice should atechnical architect provide in a Change Advisory Board meeting? 

A. Functionality meets the business needs. 

B. Solution is usable by the business. 

C. Solution is technically sound. 
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D. Troubleshooting strategies for deployment issues 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A developer on the Universal Containers team has written a test class to test a method that involves a web service
callout. Within the test class, the developer is supposed to load test data, create an instance of the Mock object, set the
Test.setMock() to that Mock object, call startTest(), execute the code that makes the callout, call stopTest(), and
compare the result with expectations. Unfortunately, the Developer forgot to use the Test.setMock() method step. 

What would happen when the developer runs this test class? 

A. The test class fails without error message since the test class will simply skip the web service callout during the
execution. 

B. The test class fails and the developer will see a message stating: Methods defined as TestMethod do not support
Web service callouts. 

C. The test class would make the web service callout and may or may not fail depending on the circumstances on the
web service end 

D. It is impossible to miss the Test.setMock() statement, the Developer Console will not let the developer 

save it since the test methou callout 

Correct Answer: B 
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